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Subjects 
- enrolled subjects
- according to offer
- according to codes

Timetable
- Personal timetable
- Create personal timetable

Assessment and exams
- Assessment and exam dates
- Passed assessment and exam results
- Copy of marks

Other
- Personal data
- Study results









Enrolment of subjects





According to offer: you can choose any subject from your home faculty or from another one
If you choose subject from another faculty, you have to go there if you have any problems with this subject. If it fits into your 
schedule and you have successfully enrolled, then everything is ok .

According to codes: you can enrol directly the subject you want if you know its code.





If you enrol the subject it is not sufficient. You have to go to „create personal timetable“ 
and show the schedule of the specific subject.
The lecture is automatically added into your schedule. You have to choose the course by 
clicking on „zapsat“. Then it will be shown in your timetable. 

If you want to change a subject:
 „Subject“ „Enrolled subjects“ „Cancel“ = your subject will be 

deleted 

 „Create timetable“ „Remove“ = your subject will be removed from your 
schedule but not deleted completely. You can still modify it.





E = even (sudý)
O = odd (lichý)



Some subjects are taught in just one semester (spring OR fall (winter))
Z = zápočet (usually means homework, smaller tests or presentations during the whole
semester
ZK = zkouška (means exam in the end of the semester)
KZ = bigger presentation or project in the end of the semester

The subject can be finished by:
Z = only „zápočet“ is required
Z, ZK = you have to get „zápočet“ so you are able to take the exam
ZK = only exam is required
KZ = no exam but a bigger presentation or project required





If you like this subject, remember the code, go to your KOS and enrol the subject. 
You will see in KOS if the capacity is already full or not.
Check if it fits into your schedule 


